HELLO, WE’RE

little wolf
nice to meet you!

SACHA WOHLFAHRT
fashion designer
chief manufacturer
stylist

TEIGAN GUY
collection co-ordinator
jewellery design and film
design and marketing

PHILIPPA MUSSO
events co-ordinator
style, hair and beauty
assistant photographer

BRAD TENNANT
photography wizard

we’re the
team
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who are we
In a nutshell, we’re an emerging independent clothing label that’s all
for creating and indulging in fashion’s crazy, experimental nature. We
love fashion and we know you do too, so we’re unveiling an exciting,
quirky and fanciful new spring/summer collection and bringing it to
Townsville.
At the moment we’re totally digging mysticism, cultures and folklore,
and you’ll be able to tell with our latest collection. We’ve translated
our ideas inspired by ethereal and banal beauty, rawness, mystic and
mythical legends from around the world into relaxed panache that
epitomizes the kind of eternal cool that girls with fantastic style know
how to make their own.
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brad tennant

the big idea
To create an original, whimsical fashion
label with a product line that epitomizes
the kind of eternal cool that girls with
fantastic style know how to make their own!
Established earlier this year, Little Wolf was born from a desire to create and
bring fashion diversity to Townsville. With generic chain stores and a small
selection of high-end niche boutiques being the only options on offer in the
local region, our label avoids the typical expensive and “occasion” orientated,
rather targeting a casual, creative and unique fashion market proclivity.
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the low down
Ultimately our endeavour consists of four key components:
To create a fashion brand with enduring value | More than just a fleeting venture,
we at Little Wolf have a continuing vision to successfully permeate the fashion market
here in Townsville and continue growing as a brand long after we graduate from
University.
Generate products that encompass who we are and fulfil the needs and wants of
our target market | Catering for young females between mid teens and late twenties,
Little Wolf targets fashionistas who like to indulge in unique clothing and accessories.
Build awareness with integrated marketing communication strategies | Little Wolf’s
marketing strategy will see it utilize online mediums such as social networking and
websites in conjunction with traditional mediums (such as catalogues and film
advertisements) and a showcase event to the public in order to build positive brand awareness,
encourage brand advocacy and community recognition.
Introduce/distribute our product – making it available to the public | Launch event
collaborating with Moustachey Publications at the Sweatshop. Runway
shows, displays, projections and catalogue distribution will occur in
addition to actual sale of items.
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the industry
In Australia, the fashion industry has significantly transformed in the past twenty
years, with the sum of buyer demand estimated to generate a surplus of $10
billion dollars per annum. The fashion sector in most cities throughout Australia
operate in an environment characterised by a mixture of large and small
establishments... producing low end to high end fashion (Hall-Chadwick, 2010).
This demand for product variety in the fashion industry has become ever important
over the years. With a significant proportion of consumers wanting to experience
the “exclusive” feel of higher end brands, small boutiques and brand outlets have
prospered in most metropolitan areas.
Although regional, Townsville is Queensland’s largest urban centre north of the
Sunshine Coast (Wikipedia, 2010). However compared to most cities, Townsville
is surprisingly lacking much of the fashion diversity that exists down south. With
a lack of diversity in this regional market place, we hope to somewhat satisfy
this void when we release our first collection. By using Townsville as a starting
base, it is also much easier to permeate what is usually a saturated market.
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our purpose
As an emerging independent clothing label, we provide diverse,
designer attire for fashion conscious females aged between mid
teens to late twenties. Offering high quality one off pieces, our
brand exudes individuality with an innovative collection. Each
piece is handmade and exclusive, with this season intertwining
ethereal and banal beauty, rawness and mystic with subtext of
mythical legends from around the world. This inimitability and
themed aspect not only provides differentiation from potential
competitors, but also bestows our targeted consumers with
confidence – helping them achieve their individual style.
Although we love fashion, that’s not all we want to be. We
believe in making the most of accessible and interactive mediums
to translate our thoughts and become something more. We want
to explore new means of creatively expressing ourselves;
actualizing new ideas and sharing them with a niche market.
And we plan to do this with our brand, Little Wolf.
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Demographics
Catering for young females between mid teens and late twenties, Little Wolf targets a
specific segment that varies from school and university students to young women in the
workforce that are interested in fashion. Being in the early stages of their life cycle, this
subgroup generally does not have significant financial responsibilities, therefore is not
overly price-conscious in their decision making. Although fitting into the middle class social
bracket and sharing the similarity of being reasonably educated, this segment generally has
a lower to middle range income, especially if engaging in tertiary education.

Geographics
Geographic segmenting variables entail urban city areas around Townsville. It has a relatively
large market density due to the larger city size and the university drawing in large numbers of
our target market from other regions.
With a thriving and expanding economy, this metropolitan region offers a lot of promise for new,
distinctive businesses. As a city that surprising lacks much of the fashion diversity that exists
down south, Townsville has somewhat of an untapped market when it
comes to independent labels. We’re hoping to tap into this market void,
and satisfy it with a collection that fulfils the needs and wants of our
target segment.
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Pyschographics
As a group, this predominately young target market adopts a very ‘me culture’ primarily
concerned with self-expression and identity exhibition (Pugsley et al. 2010). With many still
developing their ‘identity’, this segment can be very selective in where and what they buy. As a
label that advocates notions of individuality within its product line and provides strong symbolism
with consistent quirky themes, Little Wolf genuinely relates with the aforementioned target
segments needs and wants.
In addition tho this, members of this subgroup will almost certainly be expecting multiple
psychological rewards for their purchase. Brand, quality, heightened status, exclusivity and
individualism are just a few of the emotional benefits they will hope to receive. As Little Wolf
offers quality, one-off handmade garments and accessories that possess emblematic
characteristics coherent with our brand, we’re already on track to provide our target market with
exclusive, individual products that are highly differentiated from other local competition.

Behavioural
Through behavioural segmentation, we can identify that our targeted consumers will demonstrate
a combination of either/or value-conscious and prestige conscious buying behaviours. Therefore,
as a brand, we’ve aimed to deliver quality at a reasonable price, with our exclusive, edgy and
prestigious collection.
As a moderately high involvement product, consumers will have certain expectations that they
will judge comprehensively to ascertain if they are satisfied or not – these may be instrumental,
symbolic or affective performance expectations. While we hope that
our products alone surpass expectation on all levels, we’ve also gone
to extra efforts to reinforce our qualities and deliver customization and
experience with our integrated marketing communication efforts.
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the key to an enduring brand lies in delivering an
experience rather than just a collection of
products - Harley Davidson
As our most important asset, building our brand Little Wolf has been of utmost importance.
Through it we want to be able to communicate our ideas, personality, beliefs and service
intention through every element that comes into contact with our target market.
Our corporate identity will be made up of many visual elements, such as:
•
•
•
•

Logo (our identifiable mark)
Product Line (spring/summer collection)
Packaging (tags, bags etc)
Marketing Communications (brochures, flyers, commercials etc)

All of these aspects (and more) coalesce to form our identity and support our brand as a whole,
therefore we’ve placed a lot of emphasis on making sure all branding elements are consistent
and cohesive.
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mission
Little Wolf’s enduring purpose as a brand is to provide local young women
who love fashion with distinctive, fresh, affordable and innovative choices.
Through our products we hope to:
•
•
•

Refresh fashion perceptions
Inspire individual creativity
Create value through quality

values
Our values are extremely important to us,
and ultimately act as a compass that directs
our business decisions and actions. We
believe in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrity
Eccentricity
Individuality
Environment
Enthusiasm
Quality
Friendship
Diversity

vision

kat m
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d

In order to prepare ourselves for what’s ahead, our vision statement acts as
a framework that guides future direction, helping us to describe and attain what
we need to accomplish – sustainability and growth.
Our ultimate vision is to:
•
•
•
•
•

Foster a successful network of suppliers and consumers to create
reciprocal, enduring value.
Be socially responsible through building and supporting sustainable
communities and making a difference
Maximize profitability and make way for expansion
Bring a vast selection of fresh, innovative and distinctive fashion that
anticipates and satisfies our target markets desires and needs.
Be the brand – inspire individual creativity, passion, experiences and fun.
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logo
development
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little wolf
fashion collection

underlying

themes

We’ve taken great care in planning and creating a line that acknowledges the
individual climate, culture and vision of young fashionable women in Townsville
while maintaining an emphasis on the mantra ‘be who you want when you want’.
Handmade with quality fabrics and materials, each garment and accessory in the
collection has been planned to represent a mythical legend, with all elements
underpinned or informed by creative meaning.
In this collection, we’ve translated our ideas inspired by ethereal and banal beauty,
rawness, mystic and mythical legends from around the world into relaxed panache
that epitomizes the kind of eternal cool that girls with fantastic style know how to
make their own.
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influences
We’re digging stacks of stuff at the moment. Mysticism, folklore and cultures are
the main themes that underpin our collection, but we’d be lying if we said that was it.
So many things around us inspire what we do – the beautiful, ridiculous and spectacular
idiosyncrasies of humankind, recycled goodies, open minds, new thrills, old books,
constellations, old fashioned neighbourly love, discoveries, funny textures and practically
everything to do with the natural world. We’ve put together an assemblage of photos
from here there and everywhere that have been pinned up on our mood board to give
you an insight into just some of the things that get us enthused and inspire what we create.
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development
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fabrics
Our clothes and accessories are made for all sorts
of activities - dancing (anywhere, anytime), playing
around, dressing up, swanning about, late afternoon
frolics, picnics, adventures with friends and creative
days at work. We use only the best materials,
because we think that lovely clothes should last the
distance.
Some of the materials we’ve used include:

chiffon
suede
linen
cotton
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colours
Inspired by ethnic influences, sultry nights and all things mysterious,
our colour palette pays tribute to folklores and mythical legends around
the world – everything from Germanic paganism and Inca spirituality to
dreamtime and oriental theology.
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Broadly speaking, the main objective of our marketing strategy is to generate immediate
short-term financial returns whilst building long-term brand value. Building and retaining
relationships with customers will not only increase sales and be more cost-effective but will
also create long term loyalty.
Utilizing numerous Integrated Marketing Communications tools, our marketing strategy will
predominately aim to utilise the stages of the consumer buying and decision making process –
creating awareness, inducing trial and creating a category need. Through the execution of this
agenda, it is hoped that our brand, Little Wolf, will achieve its vision and objectives.
\
The theme underpinning all IMC and advertising promotes notions of mysticism, escapism,
cultural diversity, folklore and discovery; suggesting that if targeted consumers choose to
purchase Little Wolf clothing, they will most certainly be able to discover individuality and be
themselves. All content across all mediums will be presented in a consistent professional and
visually appealing fashion that not only improves corporate image, but simultaneously builds
positive brand awareness.
With a limited promotional and advertising budget, most of our promotional efforts will rely on
social networking and online media. Once established, there will only need to be a small amount
of maintenance to continue its success. The broad nature of internet advertising will reach the
majority of target segments with minimum funds required.
Additionally the brand will be promoted through a widely distributed catalogue
and promotional fashion film clips featured on the website. In the final stages of
marketing Little Wolf a launch party will conclude the introductory stage of t
he marketing strategy.
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phase one
Facebook – The main objective of Internet Marketing through social networking is to generate
awareness, interest, desire and provide information. Sites such as Facebook are almost a
necessity for any business or brand, especially when trying to engage with a young target market.
Because our primary segment fits into this ‘young demographic’, we believe that communicating
through social networks will help us gain rapport with our target market and allow us to
information and marketing messages in real time.
Rather than accumulating multiple online market touch points, we have decided to use
Facebook as our primary communication tool. With its countless and unique capabilities ranging
from accessibility, targetability, flexibility and convenience – we feel that Facebook is just as
good as any other blogging website, and by concentrating our marketing efforts to one site we
can better manage our brand image.
Teaser Campaign – To further connect with our target audience and gain a strong following,
we decided to involve our market directly in the hype by conducting a teaser campaign linked
with Facebook. The campaign which is currently underway, involves bringing new consumers
into the brand by snapping them at events wearing our trademark wolf ears and then
encouraging them to tag themselves on Facebook.
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phase two
Phase Two of our marketing campaign will see the implementation of a
professional website, the creation of a fashion film advertisement and
collection catalogues.
Website - Apart from upholding the company’s existing objectives,
the website will provide a reliable, fast, logical and enlightening means
of disseminating appropriate information to its target market. Content
will be presented in a consistent, professional and visually appealing
fashion that not only improves corporate image, but simultaneously
builds positive brand awareness. Both the catalogue and fashion film
clip will be featured on this site.
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little wolf
the launch

the sweatshop

phase three
the launch

As this is our first collection filled with one-off statement pieces, we’re launching with a
kickass party at the Sweatshop on Novermber 18th at 5pm. We’ve partnered with our good
friends ‘Moustachey Publications’ for this event as we both have similar artistic vision.
We also think they’re pretty cool! This debut of Little Wolf and Moustachey Publications will
allow both teams to showcase the end result of unique projects to the community, lecturers,
professionals, students and friends.
During the event there will be a runway show, display of accessories, projection of fashion film
clips and distributing catalogues. We will also be selling our collection to regain some of the
funds we have contributed to make this brand a success!
In addition, we will be raising money by selling beverages on the night, with all funds going
to the Townsville Childrens Hospital. This will promote Little Wolf as a community minded
fashion label, and only increase positive brand awareness.
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production
schedule
Week Two | 1/8/11
To Be Achieved:
•
•
•

Sewing garments
Basic business/marketing plan
Events planning

Week Three | 8/8/11
To Be Achieved:
•
•
•

Sewing garments/jewellery/accessories
Planning of event (fundrasing ideas,
collaboration with other groups)
Marketing/graphics designed

Additional Requirements:
Design/sketches /drawings, inspiration images,
documentation of planning process.
Week Four | 15/8/11
To Be Achieved:
•
•
•
•

Formation of catchy business plan to
be pitched to venue’s for launch party
Sewing of basic garments and constructing
accessories/jewellery
Social media marketing
Approaching Venue

Additional Requirements:
Online Marketing, other marketing
Approaching venue documentation
Pre-Production documentation for Review Panel
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production
schedule
Week Five | 22/8/11
To Be Achieved:
•
•

Sewing garments and Finalising Collection
Preparing Industry pitch

Additional Requirements:
SoCA discipline Review
Week Six | 29/8/11
To Be Achieved:
•

Finalising Collection

Additional Requirements:
Industry pitch
Week Seven | 5/9/11
To Be Achieved:
•
•
•

Finalising Collection
Design Website
Establishment of venue and launch party
dates and details

Additional Requirements:
Document presented to Elly with project name,
event calendar, location, date and time of party
Week Eight | 12/9/11
To Be Achieved:
•

Fundraising for launch party

Additional Requirements:
Organise models for fashion shoot and venue
and photographer’s requirements
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production
schedule
Week Nine | 19/9/11
To Be Achieved:
•

Photo shoot/fashion film promotion preparation

Additional Requirements:
Establish equipment needed for styling photo shoot/
materials SoCA Discipline Review 2
Lecture Recess | 26/9/11
To Be Achieved:
Producing fashion film/photo shoot/creation of
catalogue/photo shop images etc
Week Ten | 3/10/11
To Be Achieved:
•
•

Establish Website
Establish Catalogue/printing

Additional Requirements:
SoCA Discipline Review 3
Week Eleven | 11/10/11
To Be Achieved:
•
•

Professional Critic for Project submission
Promotion through catalogue for launch party

Additional Requirements:
Get professional critic of clothes ie Katelyn Aslettwill help determine Criteria Sheet Development
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production
schedule
Week Twelve | 17/10/11
To Be Achieved:
•

Finalising Marketing and Business Documentation

Additional Requirements:
Criteria Sheet Development
Week Thirteen | 24/10/11
Additional Requirements:
SoCA Discipline Review Panel 4, Criteria Sheet Development,
Project Consultation Document( indicates the industry and
discipline specialists consulted throughout semester and
their responses)
Week Fourteen to Sixteen | 31/10/11
Additional Requirements:
Perc Tucker Exhibition
4pm Friday 11th November Project submission
Week Seventeen | 21/11/11
To Be Achieved:
•

Event Documentation Tuesday 22 November 4pm

Additional Requirements:
Peer Assessment
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With big dreams, comes a stack of determination and a
non-stop effort. Already we’re well underway
manufacturing our products and getting our name out
there. It’s a creative, humming nest of energy at Little
Wolf headquarters at the moment, but we’re super
excited to be creating all sorts of sweet threads...
and we hope you are too!

See you soon!

